Assignment 0120
This initial assignment is meant to get you started and ready to do some development.

Outcomes
This assignment will affect your proficiency measures for outcomes 4d–4f.

For Submission
If you have not already done so in a previous course, acquire a private git repository. It is a prerequisite for doing everything else so there’s no escape!

Free Private GitHub Repository for Students
The most convenient private git repository to acquire may be one from GitHub. To get one, acquire a GitHub account then connect to https://education.github.com and request for a student account. You might need to wait a few days for the GitHub folks to process it—so make your request as soon as possible.

Once you have gotten an account:
• Create a private repository called cmsi371
• Add my GitHub account, dondi, as a collaborator for that private repository

Git Software Setup
Install git on the computer(s) where you will be doing work for this course. There are many ways to install the software, so no single set of instructions can be provided. This GitHub help page can get you going:

https://help.github.com/articles/set-up-git

If you get stuck, ask me.

Google Account
I will occasionally screengrab class sessions and post them to YouTube so that you can review them as needed. These recordings will be private, so I will need a Google account in order to give you access. Set one up if needed.

How to Turn It In
Because this is private information, we will use the Blackboard/MyLMUConnect site for this course to submit it: post your GitHub repository and the Google account to which I will share class session screen grabs under Assignment 0120.